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The technical note supports the drainage strategy drainage layout drawing A29-CAP-HDG-00-SK-D-
0047 and covers the following information:

Outline details of the various infiltration and attenuation ponds
Ground water levels
Control discharge rates to watercourses
Overland flows
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1. Infiltration and attenuation ponds

Pond Ref No. No.1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Type Infiltration (cellular
storage)

Infiltration Attenuation
(Off-line)

Attenuation
(Off-Line)

Chainage Ch 0 Ch 470 Ch 780 Ch 1420

Chainage distance Roundabout tie-in
areas and Ch 0 –
Ch 160

Ch 160 – Ch 470 Ch 470 – Ch800
and Ch 800 –
Ch 1000

Ch 1015 – Ch 1290

Catchment Area
(ha)

0.535 0.717 1.135 0.590

Invert level of the
Storage volume
(m AOD)

1A - 13.000
1B - 13.000

12.700 10.900 8.500

Base Level (m
AOD)

1A - 13.000
1B - 13.000

12.700 10.730 8.325

Infiltration rate
(m/hr)

0.144 0.064 N/A N/A

Discharge Rate
(l/s)

N/A N/A 1.8l/s
(See section 2.0)

5l/s
(See section 2.0)

Volume of storage
(m3)

345 495 1151 408

Plan area (m2) 345 683 1588
(top of water)

807
(top of water)

Ground water
level (m AOD)
(See section 2.0)

12.700
BH 2
(Recorded GWL)

12.531
BH 104A
(Recorded GWL)

11.454
DS102
(Winter Monitored
GWL)

9.449
DS103
(Winter Monitored
GWL)

Existing ground
level (m AOD)

15.500 13.760 11.620 10.050

Proposed Road CL
level

14.880 14.650 12.540 10.470

Note: As agreed with WSCC/ Arun DC the 1m clearance between peak GWL and IL of infiltration
units is not required.
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2. Ground Water Level

This section provides images for the location of the GWL data locations.

Pond Ref No. 1

Due to uncertainly of the GWL in the area of the infiltration units, additional soakaway testing
will be undertaken in winter 2021, prior to finalising the design.

Pond Ref No. 2
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Pond Ref No.3

Pond Ref No. 4
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3. Control discharge rates to watercourses

3.1. Barnham Lane Ditch

The catchment area of infiltration pond no. 3 is 1.135ha.

Based on a greenfield runoff rate for 1 in 2 year as 2.1 l/s/ha the allowable discharge rate is  1.8l/s.

The WSP Flood Risk Statement Report (FRS) identified the catchment (referred to as Area 1)
currently discharging to the Barnham Lane Ditch.  The proposed alignment of the A29 will isolate
7.8ha of the existing catchment from the ditch, this equates to a reduction in greenfield runoff of
16.4 l/s. Therefore, the proposed discharge rate of 1.8l/s from pond no. 3 is a betterment to the
net discharge into the Barnham Lane Ditch.

The existing FRS had concluded that no culvert was required to enable catchment Area 1 to
continue to discharge into the Barnham Lane Ditch, as the surface runoff would go to the south
watercourse.

Once the development is constructed this seems reasonable, but it is unclear how surface water
flows will behave in the short term.
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3.2. School watercourse

The section of the new roundabout and southern road section extending to the school
watercourse is approx. 4235m2, as per green outline in the image below. The area is split
between impermeable and permeable areas as it passes through the existing nursery site.

Calculated discharge rate based on current conditions:

Existing Permeable area = 2750m2

Based on greenfield runoff rate for 1 in 2 year as 2.1l/s/ha the effective flow rate is 0.58l/s
Impermeable area = 1485m2

Based on Wallingford procedure the 1 in 2 year flow rate is 4.5l/s
The total existing flow for a 1 in 2 year event from the green area is therefore 5.08l/s

With reference to WSCC Highway Drain Criteria and Document W5-074-A-TR-1 ‘Preliminary
rainfall runoff management for developments’ item 17. The practicable minimum limit on the
discharge rate is set a 5l/s.

Therefore, providing the 5l/s from pond no. 4 does not offer betterment but is no worse than
the existing discharge to School Watercourse.
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4. Overland Flow

4.1. Fontwell Avenue Roundabout

An existing overland flow route has been identified along Fontwell Avenue running from
north to south through the location of the proposed roundabout.  The existing drainage
system and levels through this area are to be investigated and measures put in place, during
the detailed design, to prevent any increase in flood water levels in this area.

4.2. Barnham Road Roundabout

An existing overland flow route has been identified along Barnham Road running west to
east through the location of the proposed roundabout.  This area currently drains to the
School Watercourse located to the south of Barnham Rd.  The existing drainage system is to
be investigated and the detailed design will be developed to maintain or improve the
capacity of the system to discharge flows to the School Watercourse and so avoid any
increase to flood levels in this area.
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INTRODUCTION

The drainage strategy is indicated on drawing A29-CAP-HDG-00-DR-D-0047.

With reference to the WSP Flood Risk Statement undertaken for the Business Case, the Drainage strategy
report item 9.4 Proposed Water Quality Management, ’it indicates a simple assessment has been
undertaken using HAWRAT to examine the short-term risk related to the intermittent nature of highway runoff
in accordance with Method A of DMRB HD 45/09’. The assessment advises that the ‘proposed SuDs
features will be sufficient to address the potential risk of pollution. Therefore, further additional mitigation
measures for the water quality of the proposed road run-off discharge into the watercourse is not required’.

This note has been prepared to outline the SuDS treatment that is proposed for each catchment and provide
justification that the overall system for each catchment is appropriate, following the development of the
drainage strategy since the Client’s outline design.  The Client’s outline design has swales and storage ponds
to maintain discharge rates to green field levels.  No water treatment facilities (oil interceptors etc) are included
within the outline design.

The aim of this advice note is to explain the revised proposals that have been developed to avoid, where
possible, the need to include oil interceptors into the drainage network.

The assessment shows that the proposals achieve or nearly achieve the minimum standards set out in CIRIA
C753. We recommend that the proposals set out below are adopted.
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CATCHMENTS

Following the preliminary design by WSP the scheme is considered as 4 no. catchments with catchment 1
being sub-divided into two parts, A and B.

Catchment
Ref.

Outfall Location SuDS scheme

1A Infiltration (Cellular
structure)

See Schedule 1A

1B Infiltration (Cellular
Structure)

See Schedule 1B

2 Infiltration Pond See Schedule 2

3 Barnham Lane Ditch See Schedule 3

4 School Brook
(Watercourse 1 in the
Flood Risk Statement
report).

See Schedule 4

Along the main line of the bypass there is typically a swale and footway/cycleway located on one side and a
soft verge and swale on the other. On the side of the footway/cycleway the swale is located between the
carriageway and the footway/cycleway and an ‘over the edge’ approach is proposed. In the vicinity of
roundabout junctions, a kerbed drainage collection system is required.  On the side of the soft verge and swale
an ‘over the edge’ approach is also proposed. The swales have an under drain to maximise the steps in the
SUD’s management train. This approach provides adequate storage and improved water quality in line with
current best practice.

ASSESSMENT APPROACH

The CIRIA guidance sets out an assessment approach based on different types of treatment but does not
consider ‘mixed networks’.  All of our drainage networks contain a mix of treatment trains leading to each
outfall.  Our approach, set out below, has been to assess each subsection of each network and then sum the
component sections with a weighting based on their impermeable area, so giving an overall network treatment
figure.  We believe this is the best approach to applying the available guidance to the A29 Realignment
Scheme.

ROAD CLASSIFICATION

With reference to CIRIA C753 Table 4.3 the minimum water quality management requirements for discharging
to receiving surface waters is selected based on the land use.

Road Reference Land Use Pollution
hazard level

Requirements for
discharge to surface
waters

A29 Realignment Scheme All roads except low
traffic roads and trunk
roads/ motorways

Medium Simple index approach
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

In accordance with CIRIA C753 Chapter 26 – Water quality management: design method, the tables 26.2 and
26.3 provide the hazard indices and mitigation indices to achieve for each SuDS component against each land
use and the respective pollution hazard level.

The following schedules reviews the various combinations of SuDS components and indicates if the required
mitigation indices for each of the catchments is acceptable.
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SCHEDULE 1 – SUDS MANAGEMENT TRAIN CATCHMENT 1
Selection of SuDS components for Catchment 1A: Fontwell Avenue north tie-in and
roundabout circulatory carriageway.

Water quantity Runoff collection mechanism Kerb drainage system either
side of carriageway.

Interception mechanism None

Storage Cellular storage  with infiltration
to ground. (no flooding on the
site for the 1 in 100 year event
plus 40% climate change).

Conveyance Pipe system to cellular storage
structure. (SDS Geolight with a
central filter pipe)

Exceedance Provision is to be made for
existing flood flows to continue
to use the ‘existing
carriageway’ which becomes a
service road on the west side
of the roundabout in the
proposed layout.

Network - no flooding for the 1
in 100 year event plus 40%
climate change

Water quality Discharge to groundwater Yes, Infiltration

Ground water level is 12.700m
(BH 2) approx. 2.8m below
EGL. (Refer to the Technical
note – Drainage Strategy A29-
CAP-HDG-00-AN-D-0052 for
location of GWL data locations)

Medium hazard indices

TSS 0.7, Metals 0.6, HCs 0.7

Discharge to surface waters No

Groundwater protection
measures

Overall indices for catchment
1A.

Roundabout

SuDS Mitigation indices

% Not achieved:
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TSS 57%, Metals 67%, HCs
57% (treatment indices as % of
target, above 100% means
treatment train is exceeding
target).

Provide a by-pass oil/petrol
interceptor upstream of cellular
units for groundwater
protection. An alternative to an
oil interceptor would be a
Downstream Defender (Hydro
International).

Amenity N/A

Biodiversity None
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Selection of SuDS components for Catchment 1B: Link road (Chainage 0 – 160) and Fontwell
Avenue south tie-in.

Water quantity Runoff collection mechanism Kerb drainage system either
side of carriageway for
roundabout southern arm.

Swales along the Link road

Interception mechanism None

Storage Cellular storage  with infiltration
to ground. (no flooding on the
site for the 1 in 100 year event
plus 40% climate change).

Conveyance Pipe system and swales to
cellular storage structure. (SDS
Geolight with a central filter
pipe).

Exceedance Provision is to be made for
existing flood flows to continue
to use the ‘existing carriageway’
which becomes a service road
on the west side of the
roundabout in the proposed
layout.

Network - no flooding for the 1 in
100 year event plus 40% climate
change.

Water quality Discharge to groundwater Yes.

Ground water level is 12.700m
(BH 2) approx. 2.8m below EGL

(Refer to the Technical note –
Drainage Strategy A29-CAP-
HDG-00-AN-D-0052 for location
of GWL data locations)

Medium hazard indices

TSS 0.7, Metals 0.6, HCs 0.7

Discharge to surface waters No.

Groundwater protection
measures

No.
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Roundabout

SuDS Mitigation indices

TSS:0.4 = 0.4
Metals: 0.4  = 0.4
HCs: 0.4  = 0.4

% Not achieved:

TSS 57%, Metals 67%, HCs
57% (treatment indices as % of
target, above 100% means
treatment train is exceeding
target).

Provide a by-pass oil/petrol
interceptor upstream of cellular
units for groundwater protection.
An alternative to an oil
interceptor would be a
Downstream Defender (Hydro
International).

Link road

SuDS Mitigation indices

TSS: 0.5 + ( 0.5 x 0.4) = 0.7
Metals: 0.6 + ( 0.5 x 0.4 ) = 0.8
HCs: 0.6 + ( 0.5 x 0.4 ) = 0.8

% Achieved:

TSS 100%, Metals 133%, HCs
114% (treatment indices as % of
target, above 100% means
treatment train is exceeding
target).

Amenity N/A

Biodiversity None
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SCHEDULE 2 – SUDS MANAGEMENT TRAIN CATCHMENT 2
Selection of SuDS components for Catchment 2: Link Road (Chainage 160 - 470)
Water quantity Runoff collection mechanism North side of carriageway: ‘over the edge’

discharge to swale.
South side of carriageway: over the edge’
discharge to swale, combined drainage and
kerb system.

Interception mechanism Grass swale
Storage Infiltration pond (no flooding on the site for

the 1 in 100 year event plus 40% climate
change)

Conveyance North side - ‘over the edge’ discharge to
swale.
South side - ‘over the edge’ discharge to
swale.

Exceedance Network - no flooding for the 1 in 100 year
event plus 40% climate change.

Water quality Discharge to groundwater Yes, infiltration can occur through the base of
the swales and the pond.
Ground water level varies but is typically,
12.53 (BH 104/A4) with a 1.23m depth below
EGL.

(Refer to the Technical note – Drainage
Strategy A29-CAP-HDG-00-AN-D-0052 for
location of GWL data locations)

Medium hazard indices

TSS 0.7, Metals 0.6, HCs 0.7

Discharge to surface waters No.

Groundwater protection measures North side, highway runoff (no kerb, over the
edge): medium hazard: simple index
approach.

SuDS Mitigation indices:
TSS: 0.5 + ( 0.5 x 0.5) = 0.75
Metals: 0.6 + ( 0.5 x 0.5) = 0.85
HCs: 0.6 + ( 0.5  x 0.6 ) = 0.9

Acceptable  % Achieved:
TSS 107%, Metals 142%, HCs 129%
(treatment indices as % of target, above
100% means treatment train is exceeding
target).
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East side highway runoff (no kerb, over the
edge): medium hazard: simple index
approach.

SuDS Mitigation indices:
TSS: 0.5 + ( 0.5 x 0.5) = 0.75
Metals: 0.6 + ( 0.5 x 0.5) = 0.85
HCs: 0.6 + ( 0.5  x 0.6 ) = 0.9

Acceptable  % Achieved:
TSS 107%, Metals 142%, HCs 129%
(treatment indices as % of target, above
100% means treatment train is exceeding
target).

Amenity N/A Planting at the top of the swale as part of
traffic calming measures.

Biodiversity None. Some benefits where planting is proposed.
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SCHEDULE 3 – SUDS MANAGEMENT TRAIN CATCHMENT 3
Selection of SuDS components for Catchment  3: Link Road (Chainage 470 – 800 and 800 - 1015)
Water quantity Runoff collection mechanism North-east side of carriageway: ‘over the

edge’ discharge to swale.
South-west side of carriageway: over the
edge’ discharge to swale.

Interception mechanism Grass swale
Storage Off-line Pond – limited discharge 1.8l/s  to

Barnham Lane Ditch (no flooding on the site
for the 1 in 100 year event plus 40% climate
change).

Conveyance North/East side - ‘over the edge’ discharge to
swale or filter drain.
South/West side - ‘over the edge’ discharge
to  swale.

Exceedance Network - no flooding for the 1 in 100 year
event plus 40% climate change.

Water quality Discharge to groundwater No infiltration

Wet pond to be lined due to high ground
water level.

Discharge to surface waters Link Road: Medium hazard indices

TSS 0.7, Metals 0.6, HCs 0.7

Surface water protection
measures

Swale or filter drain and pond.
medium hazard: simple index approach

SuDS Mitigation indices
TSS: 0.5 + ( 0.5 x 0.7) = 0.85
Metals: 0.6 + ( 0.5 x 0.7) = 0.95
HCs: 0.6 + ( 0.5  x 0.5) = 0.85

Acceptable % Achieved
TSS 121%, Metals: 158%, HCs 121%
(treatment indices as % of target, above
100% means treatment train is exceeding
target)

Amenity Some benefits where planting is
proposed.

Planting at the top of the swale is proposed
as part of traffic calming measures.

Biodiversity None Some benefits where planting is proposed
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SCHEDULE 4 – SUDS MANAGEMENT TRAIN CATCHMENT 4
Selection of SuDS components for Catchment  4: Link Road (Chainage 1015 – End of Phase 1)
Water quantity Runoff collection mechanism Combined drainage and kerb system (Ch

1015 to Ch 1205), kerb and gullies on the
Barnham Road Roadabout, tie-ins and link
road south to the roundabout to the Phase 1
Limit of Works.

Interception mechanism None
Storage Offline Pond – limited discharge 5l/s  to the

School Brook (no flooding on the site for the
1 in 100 year event plus 40% climate
change).

Conveyance Combined drainage and kerb system – Piped
conveyance to attenuation pond.
Road gullies - Piped conveyance to
attenuation pond.

Exceedance At low points on the Barnham Road
carriageway, provision is to be made for flood
flows to pass though the existing highway
drainage system (which outfalls to school
watercourse to the south). Subject to the
CCTV survey of the existing drainage
system.

Network - no flooding for the 1 in 100 year
event plus 40% climate change.

Water quality Discharge to groundwater No infiltration.

Wet pond to be lined due to high ground
water level.

Discharge to surface waters  and Link Road: Medium hazard indices
TSS 0.7, Metals  0.6, HCs 0.7

Surface water protection
measures

Highway runoff (Kerb and gullies - direct
connection to pond):

SuDS Mitigation indices
TSS: 0.7 = 0.7
Metals: 0.7 = 0.7
HCs: 0.5 = 0.5

Nearly Achieved
TSS 100%, Metals: 117%, HCs 71%
(treatment indices as % of target, above
100% means treatment train is exceeding
target)
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Provide a by-pass oil/petrol interceptor
upstream of pond for surface water
protection. An alternative to an oil interceptor
would be a Downstream Defender (Hydro
International).

Amenity N/A
Biodiversity None

SUMMARY

Catchment Ref SuDS Mitigation indices Protection measures

1A and 1B Not achieved Provide a by-pass oil/petrol interceptor
2 Achieved Not required
3 Achieved Not required
4 Nearly achieved Provide a by-pass oil/petrol interceptor
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From: @arun.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 April 2020 15:40
To:
Cc:

( @westsussex.gov.uk)
Subject: RE: A29 Drainage Strategy

Hi

Comments below. These are in addition to those comments already made by to  on the 30th

March.

1. Our preference would be for open features as opposed to crates (pond/tank 1).
2. Discharge to the Barnham Lane ditch from pond 3 – restrict discharge to QBAR (ie. 1 in 2.3 year storm)

bearing in mind the known issues downstream. I appreciate that this will need to be run past WSCC
highways due to their min. 5 l/s discharge requirement, however, a hydrobrake in combination with
upstream measures can be utilised to reduce any risk of blockage to the control, as that is probably their
primary concern.

3. As I do not currently have access to the previous groundwater monitoring and infiltration testing data,
please ensure that the worst winter infiltration rate achieved (at the proposed depth of the structure) at
each pond location (ponds 1 and 2) is used and that peak winter groundwater levels are taken into account.
Groundwater levels appear to arrange between 5m bgl and 2.124m bgl at the four pond locations and
infiltration rates of 1.24x10-4 and 1.78x10-5 (at pond 1 & 2), according to the current Technical Note (March
2020). This will need to be verified against previous data received.

4. Whilst ponds 3 and 4 are relying attenuation/restricted discharge, infiltration must be utilised where ever
possible in their respective catchment areas (taking into account item 3 above). A hybrid arrangement of
infiltration and restricted discharge to watercourses is the likely solution.

5. Due to the shallow ditch to which pond 3 is going to discharge too, connection via a shallow channel/swale
is probably going to be needed as opposed to pipework. Environment Agency approval will be required due
to this section being ‘main river’.

6. Has winter groundwater monitoring and infiltration testing been carried out south of Barnham Road, in
order to inform the design of pond 4?

Regards

Principal Engineer (Drainage)

 | Principal Engineer (Drainage), Engineering Services, Arun District Council | Location: First Floor, Arun Civic Centre,
Maltravers Road, Littlehampton, BN17 5LF

Internal:  | External:  | Fax:  | E-mail: @arun.gov.uk
Arun is Working in Partnership with Chichester District Council

Visit Arun's web site at http://www.arun.gov.uk/ and www.chichester.gov.uk

Save the environment - think before you print.
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From:  < @jackson-civils.co.uk>
Sent: 02 April 2020 16:30
To: < @arun.gov.uk>
Cc:  < @jackson-civils.co.uk>
Subject: RE: A29 Drainage Strategy

Hi

 has asked me to share the attached with you.

We would appreciate any comments you may have on our outline drainage strategy proposals for the A29
Realignment scheme.

Many thanks.

Regards

Project Design Lead
T

From:  [mailto @westsussex.gov.uk]
Sent: 02 April 2020 15:45
To:  < @jackson-civils.co.uk>;  < @jackson-civils.co.uk>
Subject: FW: A29 Drainage Strategy

Fyi

Engineering Project Manager - Major Projects
Highways, Transport and Planning
Highways and Transport
West Sussex County Council

Location: 1st Floor Northleigh, County Hall, Chichester, West Sussex  PO19 1RH
Contact: Internal: | External: | Mobile: 0 | E-mail: @westsussex.gov.uk

Report a problem with a road or pavement or raise a highways related enquiry

Follow us at @WSHighways

From:  [mailto: @arun.gov.uk]
Sent: 01 April 2020 14:13
To:
Subject: RE: A29 Drainage Strategy

I am afraid our IT dept are unable to download any files for us since they need to be in the office to do so and all are
working from home.
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Will have to let Kevin review the proposals (assuming he has managed to get them).

Regards

Principal Engineer (Drainage)

From: E  < @westsussex.gov.uk>
Sent: 01 April 2020 13:30
To: < @arun.gov.uk>; y < @westsussex.gov.uk>;
< @westsussex.gov.uk>;  < @wsp.com>; ' '
< @pellfrischmann.com>;  < @barratthomes.co.uk>; ' '
< @pellfrischmann.com>; @pellfrischmann.com; Y
< @pellfrischmann.com>
Cc:  < @jackson-civils.co.uk>; < @jackson-civils.co.uk>;
< @fgould.com>;  < @fgould.com>
Subject: A29 Drainage Strategy

Good afternoon

Please find at this link the draft drainage strategy and associated documents for discussion at
tomorrow’s 14:00 online meeting for the A29 realignment scheme.

If you have declined the meeting I would be happy for you to comment via email.

Best regards

Engineering Project Manager - Major Projects
Highways, Transport and Planning
Highways and Transport
West Sussex County Council

Location: 1st Floor Northleigh, County Hall, Chichester, West Sussex  PO19 1RH
Contact: Internal: | External: | Mobile: | E-mail: @westsussex.gov.uk

Report a problem with a road or pavement or raise a highways related enquiry

 | Principal Engineer (Drainage), Engineering Services, Arun District Council | Location: First Floor, Arun Civic Centre,
Maltravers Road, Littlehampton, BN17 5LF

Internal:  | External: | Fax:  | E-mail: @arun.gov.uk
Arun is Working in Partnership with Chichester District Council

Visit Arun's web site at http://www.arun.gov.uk/ and www.chichester.gov.uk

Save the environment - think before you print.
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Follow us at @WSHighways

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the persons addressed. If it has come to you
in error please reply to advise us but you should not read it, copy it, show it to anyone else nor make any other use
of its content. West Sussex County Council takes steps to ensure emails and attachments are virus-free but you
should carry out your own checks before opening any attachment.

http://www.arun.gov.uk
DX 57406 Littlehampton
You can view Arun District Council’s Privacy Policy from https://www.arun.gov.uk/privacy-policy

Important Notice This e-mail is intended exclusively for the addressee and may contain information that is confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient (or authorised to receive it for the addressee), please notify the sender and delete the e-mail immediately; using, copying, or disclosing it to anyone else, is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. Any views, opinions or options presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Arun District
Council. The information in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, therefore we cannot guarantee that we will not
provide the whole or part of this e-mail to a third party. The Council reserves the right to monitor e-mails in accordance with relevant legislation. Whilst outgoing e-mails
are checked for viruses, we cannot guarantee this e-mail is virus-free or has not been intercepted or changed and we do not accept liability for any damage caused. Any
reference to "e-mail" in this disclaimer includes any attachments.
**********************************************************************

Disclaimer - If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender immediately and then
delete this email; you are not entitled to disseminate, copy or use the contents in any way. The information
contained in this message and any attachments is intended for the recipient(s) only and may be confidential and the
subject of legal professional privilege. Unencrypted electronic mail is not secure and may not be authentic. If you
have any doubts as to the contents, seek confirmation from the originator by means other than email. One Group
Construction Ltd, Jackson Civil Engineering Group Ltd, SEH French Construction Ltd, SEH French Building Ltd, SEH
Ipswich, Ltd, SEH Asphalt Ltd, Emmitt Plant Ltd, do not necessarily endorse the opinions, conclusions and other
information expressed in this message and will not be liable for direct, special, indirect or consequential damages
arising from alteration of the contents of this message by a third party.

One Group Construction Ltd - Registered Office: 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom.
Registered Number: 08522964
Jackson Civil Engineering Group Limited - Registered Office: 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United
Kingdom. Registered Number: 6778819.
Emmitt Plant Ltd - 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom. Registered Number: 01450866
SEH French Construction Limited - Registered Office: 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom.
Registered Number: 01621424
SEH French Building Ltd - Registered Office: 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom.
Registered Number: 10734280
SEH Ipswich Ltd - 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom. Registered Number: 02389994
SEH Asphalt Ltd - 30 White House Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5LT United Kingdom. Registered Number: 02707607

http://www.arun.gov.uk
DX 57406 Littlehampton
You can view Arun District Council’s Privacy Policy from https://www.arun.gov.uk/privacy-policy

Important Notice This e-mail is intended exclusively for the addressee and may contain information that is confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient (or authorised to receive it for the addressee), please notify the sender and delete the e-mail immediately; using, copying, or disclosing it to anyone else, is
strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. Any views, opinions or options presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Arun District
Council. The information in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, therefore we cannot guarantee that we will not
provide the whole or part of this e-mail to a third party. The Council reserves the right to monitor e-mails in accordance with relevant legislation. Whilst outgoing e-mails
are checked for viruses, we cannot guarantee this e-mail is virus-free or has not been intercepted or changed and we do not accept liability for any damage caused. Any
reference to "e-mail" in this disclaimer includes any attachments.
**********************************************************************
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From: @westsussex.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 August 2020 12:38
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: A29 meeting dated 3 July 2020 - Drainage Proposals

,

Further to your email dated 30th July 2020. Please find below  and my comments
on your notes following the meeting dated 3 July 2020.

Regards,

Flood Risk Management – Team Leader
Highways, Transport and Planning
Place Services
West Sussex County Council

Location: Western Area Office, Drayton Lane, Nr. Chichester, West Sussex. PO20 2AJ.
Contact: Internal: | External: | Mobile:
E-mail: kevin.macknay@westsussex.gov.uk

Report a problem with a road or pavement or raise a highways related enquiry

Follow us at @WSHighways

From: @wsp.com]
Sent: 05 August 2020 11:23
To:
Cc: n
Subject: RE: A29 meeting dated 3 July 2020 - Drainage Proposals

Hi  and ,

Hope you are well.
Please could you respond to the below email?
Thank you

Kind regards,

Engineer – Water Specialisms

T

Mountbatten House, Basing View
Basingstoke, Hampshire
RG21 4HJ

wsp.com
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Confidential
This message, including any document or file attached, is intended only for the addressee and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any
other person is strictly prohibited from reading, using, disclosing or copying this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
sender and delete the message. Thank you.

WSP UK Limited, a limited company registered in England & Wales with registered number 01383511. Registered office: WSP House, 70 Chancery Lane,
London, WC2A 1AF.

From:
Sent: 30 July 2020 10:29
To: @arun.gov.uk>; @westsussex.gov.uk>
Cc: @wsp.com>; @westsussex.gov.uk>;
< @fgould.com>; @wsp.com>
Subject: A29 meeting dated 3 July 2020 - Drainage Proposals

Dear  and ,

Please could Arun District Council and West Sussex County Council (acting as the LLFA) confirm the below as
discussed during the meeting dated 3 July 2020 regarding the drainage strategy proposals.

They have reviewed the drainage strategy proposals for the A29 Phase 1 (Detailed planning application) and
they are happy with a relaxation from the SuDS Manual CIRIA 753 regarding a minimum clearance for
infiltration between base of infiltration feature and recorded groundwater level of 1m.  They agree that the
proposed drainage strategy incorporate sufficient treatment levels for the discharge to ground despite not
achieving the 1m recommended clearance.
As far as I’m aware we have not seen the complete A29 Phase 1 Drainage Strategy i.e.
the strategy that will be submitted as part of the planning application. What we did see
before the meeting on the 3 July 2020 was the following:
Capita file note dated 20 May 2020 entitled – A29 Realignment Scheme – SuDS
Management Train, and
Noted entitled - A29 Realignment Phase 1 – Drainage Strategy for Catchment 1 update
following review of latest GWL data – dated 16 July 2020.

At the meeting dated 3 July 2020 it was accepted that ground water level within the
Barnham area do not generally allow designs to meet to 1m buffer between base of
infiltration features and recorded groundwater levels. It was accepted that ADC would
be happy with a relaxation of they own guidance and the SuDS Manual CIRIA 753.

They are aware and agree with the risk that the drainage strategy is based on a groundwater level
encountered during the drilling of the borehole (BH2) which is considered representative for the
location.  The closest groundwater monitoring location in the area is DS101 and it shows a maximum
groundwater level of 13.34 mAOD which is higher than the proposed invert levels of the proposed SuDS in
Catchment 1 (IL 12.7 mAOD).  This borehole is located approximately 130m north-east to the proposed
infiltration features for Catchment 1.
It was agreed at the meeting on the 3 July 2020 that this was the best information we
had. However, due to the differences between the data available
engineering  judgement and interpretation would be required to support the design
within the drainage strategy. It was also agreed that an additional borehole could be
install within the proposed Phase 1 infiltration area and any amendment to the design
made prior to construction. This additional monitoring would be reflexed in the
drainage strategy.

They are aware and agree with the design approach of how Jackson/Capita intend to deal with the overland
flow flood events raised by WSP in that –

o At the Fontwell Avenue tie-in, the existing alignment is relatively flat and the gradient does not have
a constant fall with a number of low and high points existing along the existing kerb line. The
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overland flow route with the proposed roundabout will be along the west side kerb line, where we
propose to provide extra gullies at the low points:-

Along the retained section of the A29, for the service access between the north and south
roundabout arms, and at the tie in locations where there are existing low points we would
propose to install additional gullies for the runoff to discharge to the existing highway
drainage.

At the northern end where the access is closed, proposed to provide a section of flat
channel to allow the overflow to continue along the service road.  This will mitigate against
any increase in flooding depths that might otherwise occur once the new scheme is
constructed.

Generally happy with these proposals. Any design should not direct additional water
along the service road unless additional measures, i.e. drainage, have been installed to
ensure this area does not flood.

o At the Barnham Road tie-in, the existing road is very flat to the west of the proposed roundabout
where it has been indicated that some overland flow may be occurring. With our proposed
alignment of roundabout raising the carriageway level there is a risk that an existing flooding issues
may be exacerbated. We therefore propose to provide extra gullies at the low point, these will
connect to the existing highway drainage. If the existing drainage network has insufficient capacity
for the (existing) flows then we would recommend that WSCC consider upgrading the existing
highway drainage that runs from this location to the school watercourse outfall. An alternative
option for a highway ditch along the SW corner and the southern arm to the school watercourse
would require additional land take and has therefore not been recommended. The proposed final
solution is however subject to the CCTV condition survey of the existing highway drainage network.

We are not aware of any existing overland flow from the Phase 1 site that end up on
Barnham Road. The recent CCTV survey of the Barnham Road system will highlight
any issues with the existing pipe runs which should be repaired prior to the Phase 1
roundabout construction. If existing overland flow does reach Barnham Road the
existing system should be able to cope with the additional gullies you are proposing.

Kind regards,

Engineer – Water Specialisms

T

Mountbatten House, Basing View
Basingstoke, Hampshire
RG21 4HJ

wsp.com

Confidential
This message, including any document or file attached, is intended only for the addressee and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any
other person is strictly prohibited from reading, using, disclosing or copying this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
sender and delete the message. Thank you.

WSP UK Limited, a limited company registered in England & Wales with registered number 01383511. Registered office: WSP House, 70 Chancery Lane,
London, WC2A 1AF.

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain information which is privileged, confidential, proprietary or otherwise
subject to restricted disclosure under applicable law. This message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing,
copying, alteration, dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on, this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or you are
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not an authorized or intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-
mail system and destroy any printed copies.

-LAEmHhHzdJzBlTWfa4Hgs7pbKl

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the persons addressed. If it has come to you
in error please reply to advise us but you should not read it, copy it, show it to anyone else nor make any other use
of its content. West Sussex County Council takes steps to ensure emails and attachments are virus-free but you
should carry out your own checks before opening any attachment.
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